EMERGENCY PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM
PROJECT GBC13-23
AT
GREAT BAY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
320 Corporate Drive
PORTSMOUTH, NEW HAMPHIRE

ADDENDUM NUMBER 01
May 23, 2013

TO: ALL CONTRACT BIDDERS OF RECORD
This Addendum forms a part of the Contract Documents and modifies the Request for Proposals Plans and Specifications Documents Dated May 6, 2013 with amendments and additions noted below.

Acknowledge receipt of this Addendum with the Proposal Form.
Failure to do so may disqualify the Bidder.
This Addendum consists of 2(two) pages.

CLARIFICATIONS TO THE REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL:

Question:
"For the Digital Announcement Unit: The unit can store 99 messages, but only 8, 16 or 24 (24 max) are selectable via any telephone set. How many selectable messages do you require?"

Answer:
-24 is acceptable if that is the max the system can do.

Question:
"Parts sheet page 5: We will bid this as a "minimum bid" but will include an add/alt for additional speakers per our suggestions. Is this ok, or just bid "our suggested"?"

Answer:
- Bid the minimum amount of equipment required and show an add/alt for additional equipment recommended.
Question:
- “We assume your telephone system (NEC PBX) provider will be programming the NEC system for access codes to the Digital Announcer?”

Answer:
- Yes, any programming on the NEC side will be done by the college or the current phone vendor.

Acknowledge receipt of this Addendum with the Proposal Form,

Failure to do so may disqualify the Bidder.

Matthew Moore, P.E., Director
Capital Planning & Projects
Community College System of New Hampshire
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